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Jo Wilder had the heart of a lion and the temper of a wildcat. And when Keane Prescott crossed her
path, she bared her claws. Jo was certain her charming new boss imperiled everything she cared for,
but she couldn't deny the attraction between them. Though Keane's kisses left her breathless, it was
his tenderness that threatened to tame her heart.

Reviews of the Untamed by Nora Roberts,Kate Rudd
Zan
Exorbitant price for a mediocre reissued book. Very disappointed in product description and
presentation.
Neol
I liked the book, It was a little different from what I read from Nora Roberts. It has a circus theme,
all the characters involved except the male romantic character. It was a fun read. Has a very nice
ending.
Qusserel
Not sure if the date of this book but it is the worst Nora Roberts book I have ever read. Trite and

boring - not my usual description iof her work.
Fordredor
Nora always gives an exciting flare to her stories. This was different from other stories and much
more exciting with the circus theme.
GEL
Great reading
Goldendragon
I chose the rating because it was really good. Not anything was bad. I wish I could write books like
Nora Roberts. Thanks Kit Ryan
Rleillin
It was little slow at first but got better as I read rest. Very short book and read it fast. I love Nora
Roberts books!
I always like Nora Roberts books, including this one. The setting of a circus was different and
interesting and No, the heroine, was brave and evidently innocent in the area of male female
relationships. But after ups and downs with the new owner of the circus, marriage was in her future.
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